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Date:    March 24, 2016

The Problem: 
How will we survive a nuclear or biological incident? 

Assumptions:
Nuclear:

Milton is not in the area of a direct nuclear hit.
The farm would only be subject to fallout, not a blast.
Persons exposed to radiation cannot pass that radiation on to others. *
We cannot medically treat those exposed to radiation. **
We cannot take medication to avert the effects of radiation. ***
The best we can do is quarantine all members in a sealed house.
A few volunteers will venture outside to serve the quarantined.

Biological:
Persons exposed to a biological threat probably can pass that threat on to others, during a
specified period.
The best we can do is quarantine all members, possibly in a sealed house.
A few volunteers may be needed to venture outside to serve the quarantined.  
Newly exposed persons may have to be quarantined.

         Plan:  
The two houses afford the best protection against fallout due to thicker roofs and walls.
All doors and windows would be sealed with plastic sheets and duct tape.
A double plastic sheet pass-through window would be constructed to allow exchange of items.
Volunteers would maintain fuel, livestock, food, sewage and gardens. 
Tents may be required over grow boxes in the event of fallout.
NOTE:  For additional guidance, see the file referenced below: Nuclear Attack Survival.
  

Cost:    None    

Pros:    Increases hope in those affected by such attacks and those providing care
   Enhances possibility of recovery

            Reduces likelihood of spread of illness

Cons:  Takes some healthy members out of the usual routine
            Exposes healthy members to biological conditions and secondary effects of radiation exposure

*See myth 7 in Nuclear Attack Survival file

**Treatment might be available in local major medical centers

***See myth 11 in Nuclear Attack Survival file
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